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100-00004
DOMETIC ALUMINIUM H-FRAME
Distributes the weight of your Dometic B1900S, B2200,
B3000 Plus or Truma Aventa air conditioner.
Cut Out Size: 400L x 400W (mm)
H-Frame Size: 2400L x 750W (mm)

100-00082
UNIVERSAL AIR CONDITIONER GASKET KIT
Acts as a seal between your air conditioner and your roof
to limit rain from entering where the air conditioner has
been installed. The kit includes a self adhesive square gasket
[356L x 356W (mm)] and x2 self adhesive levelling pads.

100-00006
ALUMINIUM H-FRAME
Specifically designed to use when installing an
Aircommand Sparrow onto pop tops or caravans.
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Specifications
Dimensions Product Depth: 1120mm
Dimensions Product Height: 222mm
Dimensions Product Width: 848mm
Net Weight: 48kg
Input Voltage (AC): 240V
Input Frequency: 50Hz
Cooling Capacity (ISO 5151): 2700W
Heating Capacity (ISO 5151): 2400W

100-00221
AIRCOMMAND HERON Q SILVER SPLIT
SYSTEM A/C
The compact Heron 3Q is a reverse cycle, split-system
air conditioner with an easy to install condenser box,
suitable for small to medium vehicles. Blower speed is
easily controlled via the electronic LED control panel with
remote control.
> The air handler is installed in the overhead cupboard
while the condenser unit is fitted from the outside of the
van, providing fitting flexibility
> Electronic LED control panel and fully functional remote
control
> Horizontal and vertical air adjustment
> Reverse cycle cooling and heating
> Must be connected and commissioned by a licensed air
conditioning technician
> Will operate on most premium brand inverter type
generators (check with generator supplier for
compatibility)
> Highest capacity split system air conditioner designed
for the larger pop top caravans
Specifications
Dimensions Product Depth: 250mm
Dimensions Product Height: 240mm
Dimensions Product Width: 380mm
Net Weight: 41kg
Input Voltage (AC): 240V
Input Frequency: 50Hz
Cooling Capacity (ISO 5151): 2300W
Heating Capacity (ISO 5151): 2300W
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100-00100
AIRCOMMAND IBIS 3 3.1KW LOW PROFILE
REVERSE CYCLE ROOF TOP A/C
The low-profile Dometic Aircommand Ibis 3 represents
an upgrade to the very popular Ibis model. With many
outstanding features including an increased cooling
capacity to 3.1kw and, more significantly, a 50 %
increase in actual air flow for a faster, more uniform
temperature control in your vehicle. While the earlier
Ibis is renowned for its low operating noise, the Ibis 3’s
noise has been further reduced by 8 dB(A) on high fan.
With reverse cycle cooling and heating, the Ibis 3 offers
year-round comfort. A self-adjusting connection duct
facilitates an easy “one-click” installation on a range of
roof thicknesses. Convenience is boosted further by the
remote control operation. With powerful air flow in four
directions, the Ibis 3 achieves a comfortable climate with
speed and efficiency.
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100-00252
AIRCOMMAND MK2 CORMORANT 3.5KW
REVERSE CYCLE ROOF TOP A/C
The Dometic Cormorant has a very high capacity for
an RV air conditioner. The unit boasts fully functional
remote controls and has a full reverse cycle function with
electronic defrost to allow operation in low temperatures.
Created for the Australian market, it is an affordable
and efficient reverse cycle roof top air conditioner that
is packed full of features. Perfect for those who are
interested in an economical form of heating with low
ambient operating features.
> Very high capacity for a caravan air conditioner
> Boasts fully functional remote controls
> Reverse cycle is highly efficient and provides one of
the most economical forms of heating
> Flip-down electronic LED control panel
> Will operate on most premium brand inverter type
generators (check with generator supplier)
> Fitted with built in compressor protection against
intermittent power supply
> Designed to dehumidify the air
Specifications
Dimensions Product Depth: 985mm
Dimensions Product Height: 360mm
Dimensions Product Width: 670mm
Net Weight: 40kg
Input Voltage (AC): 240V
Input Frequency: 50Hz
Cooling Capacity (ISO 5151): 2800W
Heating Capacity (ISO 5151): 2600W

100-00264
AIRCOMMAND MK4 SPARROW 2.0KW
REVERSE CYCLE A/C
The Dometic Aircommand Sparrow reverse cycle
heat pump roof top air conditioner is a lightweight
rooftop style unit. From camper trailers to pop top
caravans, the Sparrow will deliver cooling comfort and
wonderful warmth in the winter months (it even features
Aircommand’s defrost function allowing the system to
operate in temperatures as low as -5 °C). This lightweight
unit comes with modern necessities such as a flip down
climate control panel, remote control with sleep timer
and dehumidify functionality, plus a super low profile.
This air conditioner has unmatched efficiency and
provides one of the most economical forms of heating.
The Sparrow provides both heating and cooling as well
as filtered and dehumidified air. Its lightweight design
makes it suitable for a range of applications that the
bigger units are unable to achieve.
> Lightweight – suitable for smaller caravans and
poptops
> Flip-down electronic LED control panel and remote
control
> Low profile rooftop unit with modern look
> Three blower speeds
> Automatic de-ice setting for low ambient heating
operation at down to -5 °C
> Will operate on most premium brand inverter type
generators (check with generator supplier for
compatibility)
Specifications
Dimensions Product Depth: 968mm
Dimensions Product Height: 215mm
Dimensions Product Width: 560mm
Net Weight: 31kg
Input Voltage (AC): 240V
Cooling Capacity (ISO 5151): 1700W
Heating Capacity (ISO 5151): 1700W
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100-02024
DOMETIC FJ3200 FRESHJET AC+ADB.
FJ3200-ADB-KIT
One of the best motorhome and caravan air conditioners,
the Dometic Freshjet 3200 has a powerful and
dependable capacity for cooling and heating! The Freshjet
3200 can also be used as a duo unit for creating separate
climate zones in larger vehicles. The air conditioner can
even be adjusted to the roof thickness of the vehicle for
perfect air conditioning.
> Dimensions: 650 x 248 x 980 mm
> Four air vents for even air distribution
> Low-profile air distribution box of only 47 mm
> High operating temperature range of 0˚C to +52˚C
> Suitable for 400 x 400 mm roof openings
Specifications
Dimensions Product Depth: 980mm
Dimensions Product Height: 248mm
Dimensions Product Width: 650mm
Net Weight: 37kg
Input Voltage (AC): 220-240V
Cooling Capacity (ISO 5151): 2800W
Heating Capacity (ISO 5151): 3300W
Power Consumption - Cooling Mode (ISO 5151): 1300W
Power Consumption - Heat Pump (ISO 5151): Display 1360W

100-02100
TRUMA AVENTA COMFORT REVERSE
CYCLE AIR CONDITIONER
The new Truma Aventa is quite powerful with a
surprisingly slim and attractive plenum. It offers
1700W of heating power and a powerful 2400W of
cooling capability. Its energy saving heat pump ensures
a comfortable temperature inside your RV (provided the
outside temperature is greater than 40°C), and it provides
dehumidified, cleaned air thanks to its air filter system.
The Truma Aventa cools the inside of your RV quickly and
quietly. Its flexible air distribution system allows you to
direct the air where it is mostly needed, thus cooling
efficiently. It even has a sleep mode function; if this is
selected, the evaporator and condenser fans will run
slower, resulting in even quieter operation fora restful
sleep. The plenum has LED lighting which can be
dimmed if ambience is required. It is suitable for RVs up to
7.5m in external length and comes with a remote control
with a programmable timer function. Dometic offers a 2
year warranty on the Truma Aventa Comfort.
Specifications
Electrical Rating (single phase): 240V, 50Hz
Nominal Cooling Capacity: 2.4kW
Nominal Heating Capacity: 1.7kW
Max Rated Current - Cooling: 4.2A
Max Rated Current - Heating: 3.7A
Max Air Delivery: 400m3/hour
Installed Weight: 33kg
Dimensions: 248H x 523W x 1008L (mm)
Air Dimensions: 46H x 670W x 523L (mm)
Operating Temperature Range: +4˚C to +40˚C
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100-00311
AIRCOMMAND EURO AIR CONDITIONER
ADAPTOR
The Aircommand Euro adaptor reduces the hole size
from 400mm x 400mm to 360mm x 360mm, suitable for
Aircommand Ibis, Cormorant and Sparrow air conditioners
only.
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100-02306
DOMETIC HARRIER INVERTER ROOF TOP
AC + ADB HARRIER INVERTER KIT
The new Dometic Harrier Inverter raises the bar in
efficient and powerful RV rooftop air conditioners.
Featuring the first use of an Inverter compressor in an
RV application, the dometic Harrier Inverter can help
eliminate start-up current issues when running from
generators or when current supply is restricted.
The Dometic Harrier Inverter has a variable speed
compressor that is extremely quiet, even when running at
maximum speed and has a powerful 3.1kW cooling capacity
(tested to ISO5151) making it the most powerful in its class.
The compressor in the Dometic Harrier Inverter slows
down or speeds up in order to maintain the output as
needed and in turn reduces energy comsumption to the
minimum required as well as noise and vibration.
In addition to its efficiency, the new Dometic Harrier
Inverter also has a number of useful comfort features
including remote controlled oscillating vents and cold
plasma air purification.
The innovative sleep mode function also reduces the
compressor speed, in addition to the usual fan speeds, to
further reduce the noise and vibration levels while sleeping.
In another unique feature, the Dometic Harrier Inverter
is suitable to fit to 360×360mm and 400×400mm roof
openings straight out of the box without the need for
additional components or accessories.
Quality Features
> Highly efficient inverter technology
> Timer function and sleep mode
> Oscillating outlet doors
> Cold plasma air purification
> Fitment to both 360 and 400 roof opening sizes possible
> Low start-up current
> Extremely quiet operation both inside and outside the RV
Specifications
Best for Vehicle Length: Up to 7m
Electrical Rating: 230V
Nominal Compressor Capacity: 3.7kW
Cooling Capacity: 3.1kW
Heating Capacity: 2.8kW
Cooling Current Draw: 6.5A
Heating Current Draw: 5.2A
Operating Temperature Range: -2˚C - +52˚C
Airflow: 649m2/h
External Dimensions: 750W x 280H x 1070D (mm)
Internal Dimensions: 500W x 66H x 520D (mm)
Roof Opening: 36W0 x 360/400H x 400D (mm)
Roof Thickness: 30 – 60mm
Weight: 45kg
Number of Blower Speeds: 3
Remote Control: Yes
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The new compact Truma heater for motorhomes,
caravans and vans.
The Truma VarioHeat eco is an extremely compact
and lightweight heater of the latest generation. It is
very powerful and heats your vehicle to the required
temperature very quickly. Thanks to the various
functions, you can always set the heater to your precise
requirements.
> Powerful caravan heater with two outputs levels
> Automatic regulation of the heating output depending
on the set temperature
> Lightweight, requires little space
> Even heat distribution in the vehicle via air outlets
> Exact setting of the requires room temperature
> High air throughput for very quick heating
100-02130
TRUMA VARIOHEAT GAS AIR HEATING
SYSTEM - VARIOHEAT-KIT
Includes a basis air kit and is a complete single outlet
unit.

100—02062
DOMETIC DUCTING T/S SAPHIR
AND CLIMASTER — 15M
100—02064
DOMETIC DIESEL HEATER DUCTING 60MM
T/S D2 — HEATER SOLD PER METRE

100-02150
DOMETIC E6942 VER2 AIRTRONIC D2
DIESEL HEATER W/H MOD
With smooth controllability the AIRTRONIC D2 delivers
2.2 kW of hot blown air, automatically reducing the heat
and the fan speed as the temperature rises for quiet
operation and fuel economy.
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TRUMA AIR HEATING SYSTEM

Specifications
Weight: 2.7kg
Depth: 310mm
Width: 115mm
Height: 122mm
Electrical Power Consumption: 8 - 34 watts
Voltage: 12 or 24 volts

100-02136
TRUMA VARIOHEAT ADDITIONAL SET
WARM AIR
If a second outlet is required an additional ducting set
can purchased. A Truma VarioHeat with two outlests will
consist of 100-02130 + 100-02136

100-02058
DOMETIC BLACK FUEL TANK FOR DIESEL
HEATER
A slimline storage canister that holds up to 10L of diesel
to run your Dometic heater. It has three bolting points to
avoid spillage.
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